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CONTEXT & SCALE

Organic solar cells (OSCs) show

great promise for clean energy

generation. Recent progress in

non-fullerene electron acceptor

(NFA) material design has

improved the power conversion

efficiencies (PCEs) of OSCs to

nearly 20%. This level of

performance is now suitable for

real-world deployment. However,

such applications also require

long-term stability from the

photovoltaic modules. This has

not yet been achieved in the best-

performing devices that use

derivatives of the NFA Y6. In this
SUMMARY

The poor operational stability of non-fullerene electron acceptor
(NFA) organic solar cells (OSCs) currently limits their commercial
application. While previous studies have primarily focused on the
degradation of the NFA component, we also consider here the
electron donor material. We examine the stability of three represen-
tative donor polymers, PM6, D18, and PTQ10, paired with the bench-
mark NFA, Y6. After light soaking PM6 and D18 in air, we find an
enhanced conversion of singlet excitons into trapped interchain
polaron pairs on sub-100 femtosecond timescales. This process out-
competes electron transfer to Y6, significantly reducing the charge
generation yield. However, this pathway is absent in PTQ10.We iden-
tify twisting in the benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b0]dithiophene (BDT)-thiophene
motif shared by PM6 and D18 as the cause. By contrast, PTQ10
does not contain this structural motif and has improved stability.
Thus, we show that the donor polymer can be a weak link for OSC sta-
bility, which must be addressed collectively with the NFA.
work, we examine the

degradation mechanisms of OSCs

fabricated from the benchmark

NFA Y6 and three representative

electron donor polymers, PM6,

D18, and PTQ10. We identify a

light-induced twisting in a shared

structural motif of PM6 and D18 as

a dominant degradation

mechanism, which is enhanced in

the presence of ambient air. By

contrast, PTQ10 does not contain

this structural motif and shows

improved stability. Thus, the

donor polymer is an important

source of instability that must be

addressed in OSCs.
INTRODUCTION

Through the development of non-fullerene electron acceptors (NFAs), the power

conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of organic solar cells (OSCs) have rapidly increased,

now exceeding 19%.1,2 However, while the performance of OSC devices is ap-

proaching the levels required for their mainstream deployment, such applications

also require long-term stability from the photovoltaic modules. Some NFA OSC

blends have demonstrated excellent stability, with extrapolated T80 lifetimes (time

taken for the solar cell PCE to drop to 80% of its initial value) of over 20 years,3,4

but this has not yet been simultaneously achieved in systems that currently give

the best PCEs in NFAOSCs to date.5 Therefore, successful commercialization neces-

sitates that substantial effort be dedicated to understanding and engineering out

the causes of instability in high-performance NFAOSC systems, such as those based

on Y6 and their derivatives.5,6 When considering the degradation mechanisms of an

OSC device, it is important to note that performance losses may result from a com-

plex combination of factors.7–9 This can include not only an innate instability in the

materials or morphology of the polymer:NFA bulk heterojunction (BHJ)10–12 but

also chemical degradation of the blend induced by interlayers in the device

stack,13–15 or degradation of the device stack itself.16 Although the latter two issues

can be remedied through careful device engineering, including appropriate selec-

tion of the interlayers and encapsulation materials,3,4,17–19 any intrinsic instability
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in the blend components presents a more fundamental challenge that must be

addressed separately.

We report here on the intrinsic degradation mechanisms in the BHJ layers of efficient

NFA OSCs under light soaking. We begin by focusing on the benchmark PM6:Y6

system (chemical structures in Figure 1A),6 as many OSCs comprise a ‘‘Y-series’’ NFA

paired with the PM6 donor polymer.2,5,20,21 Subsequently, we expand our study to

include two other high-performance donor polymers, D1822 and PTQ1023 (chemical

structures in Figure 4A). While Y6 shows excellent photostability, the polymers PM6

and D18 both exhibit the same severe degradation mechanism, involving the ultrafast

conversion of singlet excitons (S1) into trapped polaron pair (PP) states. We identify a

shared structural motif in PM6 and D18 that is responsible for this behavior. By contrast,

PTQ10 does not contain this motif and hence shows an improved intrinsic photostabil-

ity. Thus, while the field is heavily focused on advancing the design of NFAs, we pro-

pose that the donor polymer design is equally important and should not be overlooked

when considering strategies to improve the stability of high-performance NFA OSCs.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fresh and light-soaked PM6:Y6 solar cell characteristics

We begin by investigating the degradation mechanisms intrinsic to the benchmark

PM6:Y6 blend. Here, we have fabricated inverted devices with the structure of ITO

(indium tin oxide)/ZnO/PM6:Y6/MoO3/Ag. To ensure that degradation is limited

to—as far as possible—the PM6:Y6 active layer, we have deposited the PM6:Y6

film on top of the ITO/ZnO layers, before light soaking the samples under 1-sun

equivalent white LED illumination with no UV spectral component. Following light

soaking, fresh layers of MoO3 and Ag are evaporated on top of the BHJ layer to

complete the device. Previous studies have indicated that the ZnO layer can play

a significant role in the degradation of the donor and acceptor components in

OSC devices, including Y6,24 as the surface hydroxyl groups can cause the UV-

induced photocatalytic degradation of the carbon–carbon double bonds.25 To mini-

mize the influence of this extrinsic factor on the intrinsic material degradation path-

ways we seek to investigate here, we have used an LED light source with no UV

component for aging and performed control measurements for BHJ films on glass

and conventional devices using PEDOT:PSS (poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)

polystyrene sulfonate), which both show a similar level of degradation to the ZnO

samples (Figures S1 and S2; Table S1). Therefore, we rule out a significant contribu-

tion from ZnO to the sample degradation for the relatively short light-soaking time-

scales investigated here. For the degradation protocol, we focus on PM6:Y6 films

light soaked in ambient air as they show the largest change in their optical properties

(vide infra). We note that the extremely high-quality encapsulation required for the

long-term exclusion of ambient air from an OSC comprises a significant cost of the

photovoltaic module.26 Furthermore, the roll-to-roll processing required to make

OSC modules on a large scale is generally performed in ambient air, allowing for

the incorporation of oxygen and water into the BHJ film.27 Thus, we consider

exploring the degradation processes in air to be highly relevant to OSCs,9,28,29

where high-throughput fabrication and lower-cost (and therefore less isolating)

encapsulation materials are required for commercially competitive photovoltaic

modules. We shall return to the important point of photodegradation in an inert

nitrogen atmosphere versus ambient air later in the manuscript.

In Figure 1B, we present the current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics of the fresh

PM6:Y6 devices and devices where the BHJ was selectively light soaked for 0.5, 3, 6,
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Figure 1. Chemical structures and solar cell performance

(A) The chemical structures of the donor polymers, PBDB-T and PM6, and the acceptor material Y6, explored in this study.

(B) The current density-voltage curves of the PM6:Y6 solar cells where the BHJ layer was light soaked for varying timescales under 1-sun intensity white

LED illumination in ambient air. Device measurements were performed under 100 mW/cm2 AM1.5G solar illumination.

(C) The corresponding external quantum efficiency (EQE) curves of the aged PM6:Y6 solar cells presented in (B).
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and 12 h (photovoltaic parameters are summarized in Table 1). Fresh devices show a

PCE of 14.9%, with a short-circuit current density (JSC) of 26.99 mA/cm2, an open-

circuit voltage (VOC) of 0.80 V, and a fill factor (FF) of 68.8%. Upon light soaking,

the device performance decreases severely, indicating significant degradation of

the PM6:Y6 BHJ. To decouple the effect of light soaking from light-induced sample

heating, we have annealed the partial (ITO/ZnO/PM6:Y6) device stack at 85�C in the

dark for 12 h before evaporating on the top contacts (Figure S3). Here, we find no

noticeable change in performance between the annealed and fresh device and

thus conclude that thermal effects contribute negligibly to the observed degrada-

tion behavior for the aging timescales in our study. The external quantum efficiency

(EQE) spectrum of the fresh and aged blends is substantially reduced across the

whole spectrum after light soaking (Figure 1C), possibly due to the increased trap-

induced recombination in the aged blends (vide infra). This will reduce the charge

extraction efficiency and cause the EQE to drop equally across the whole spectrum.

However, the region between 500 and 700 nm that corresponds to the PM6 absorp-

tion shows a stronger decrease (Figure S5), suggesting that charge generation
812 Joule 7, 810–829, April 19, 2023



Table 1. The device performance parameters of the fresh and aged PM6:Y6 solar cell devices

Light soaking time PCE (%) VOC (V) JSC (mA/cm2) FF (%)

Fresh 14.87 0.80 26.99 68.77

0.5 h 12.38 0.79 25.81 60.89

3 h 7.30 0.75 21.50 45.04

6 h 4.27 0.73 16.75 34.73

12 h 2.05 0.60 11.08 30.65
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pathways from excitons created on PM6 are more affected than those from Y6.

Further studies on the light intensity dependence of the device parameters reveal

an increase in the trap-mediated recombination in the PM6:Y6 BHJ following light

soaking (Figure S6; Table S4). Light-induced electron paramagnetic resonance

(L-EPR) and transient absorption (TA) studies corroborate the increased trap-

mediated recombination and further reveal that PM6, and not Y6, is responsible

(Figures S7, S8, and S20). This is attributed to PM6 becoming more defective with

a higher density of deep traps after light soaking. A full discussion of the light inten-

sity dependence of the device parameters and the L-EPR results is presented in the

supplemental information.

Steady-state optical characterization of PM6 and Y6

To understand the degradation mechanisms taking place in the PM6:Y6 active layer,

we begin by characterizing the films using steady-state techniques. In Figure 2A, we

show the UV-vis absorption spectrum of fresh and aged neat PM6 and Y6 films, with

the corresponding neat and blend films aged in ambient air and nitrogen displayed

in supplemental information (Figures S10 and S11). To demonstrate most clearly the

impact of light soaking, we focus herein on films light soaked in air for 12 h where the

greatest degree of degradation is expected to occur but return to the samples light

soaked in nitrogen later. We observe no significant change in the absorption spec-

trum of the neat Y6 film (Figure 2A) after light soaking, and the photoluminescence

(PL) quantum efficiency (PLQE) effectively remains constant within the experimental

error of G0.1%: 2.0% in the fresh and 2.1% in the aged film (Y6 emission spectra

shown in Figure S12). However, the absorption spectrum of PM6 clearly changes af-

ter light soaking in air for 12 h. While there is only a small decrease in the absorption

magnitude of the PM6 band centered at 600 nm upon aging, the vibronic structure

of this feature is lost in the neat film (Figure 2A) and PM6:Y6 blend (Figure S11A). We

also note an increased intensity in the PM6 absorption tail, potentially indicating a

larger number of sub-band-gap states. Importantly, there is no significant change

in the PM6 (or Y6) film absorption spectrum after 12 h of annealing in the dark at

85�C, further indicating that the degradation is solely due to processes arising after

photon absorption by the polymer and not from light-induced heating of the film

(Figure S13). In addition to the absorption changes, we find that the PLQE drops

from 0.3% in the fresh PM6 film to below the detection limit of our experimental

setup (<0.1%) in the aged film (emission spectra shown in Figure 4D), signifying

an enhancement of the non-radiative processes quenching bright S1 states in PM6.

To probe the PM6 absorption changes further, we have performed highly sensitive

photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS) absorption measurements on fresh and

aged neat PM6 films, as well as fresh and aged PM6:Y6 blend films (Figure 2B). PDS

reveals a more prominent absorption tail and a significant increase in the Urbach en-

ergy of neat PM6 after light soaking to 84.8 meV, compared with 49.3 meV in the

fresh film. This observation, along with the loss of the vibronic peak progression in

the PM6 absorption spectrum (well-resolved vibronic features are associated with
Joule 7, 810–829, April 19, 2023 813
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Figure 2. The steady-state absorption spectra of fresh and aged PM6 and Y6 films

(A) The UV-vis absorption spectra of neat PM6 and Y6 films. Absorption spectra for both fresh films and samples light soaked for 12 h in ambient air are shown.

(B) The absorption spectra of PM6 and the PM6:Y6 blend films measured with photothermal deflection spectroscopy. Spectra for both fresh films and

samples light soaked for 12 h in ambient air are shown. The Urbach energy, obtained from fitting the absorption tail of the samples (fit indicated by the

thick semitransparent line), is also included on the plot.
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a higher degree of ordering between the polymer chains30), confirms that light soak-

ing increases the energetic disorder and density of sub-gap states in the PM6 do-

mains.31,32 By contrast, the PDS absorption of the fresh and aged PM6:Y6 blends

has an identical Urbach energy for the Y6 absorption tail of 29.5 meV. We also

observe an increase in the intensity of the sub-band-gap absorption feature around

1 eV in both the light-soaked neat PM6 and PM6:Y6 blend films. As this band is pre-

sent in the neat PM6 film, we determine that it represents an increased density of

PM6 trap states,31–33 in line with the OSC device and L-EPR studies. We therefore

conclude that the primary changes in the blend upon light soaking occur in the

PM6 domains. This is supported by grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering

(GIWAXS) studies, which show a decrease in the molecular ordering in neat PM6

upon light soaking (Figure S14; see supplemental information for full discussion).

Transient absorption studies of PM6 and Y6

To better understand how the sample degradation is linked to the loss in photovol-

taic performance, we have studied the fresh and aged PM6, Y6, and blend films, us-

ing TA spectroscopy. As with the steady-state measurements, we find no significant

difference between the photophysics of fresh and aged neat Y6 films (Figure S15). In

the corresponding PM6:Y6 blends, with selective excitation of Y6 at 800 nm (Fig-

ure S16), we observed no change in the intrinsic hole transfer rate but a slower

quenching of the excited states generated on Y6 in the aged blend. As a result, there

is a small reduction in the charge yield of the aged PM6:Y6 blend following excitation

of Y6. These observations are consistent with the donor:acceptor (D:A) de-mixing

previously observed in PM6:Y-series NFA blends,11 which increases the average dis-

tance that photogenerated excitons must diffuse to the D:A interface. This will lead

to a larger fraction of excitations on Y6 recombining prior to hole transfer, although

potentially to no change to the intrinsic rate of hole transfer, as this is instead primar-

ily governed by the morphology at the interface and not by the donor and acceptor

domain sizes.

As our previous results suggest that PM6 is more affected by light soaking than Y6,

we primarily focused on the photophysics of the donor polymer. We begin with the
814 Joule 7, 810–829, April 19, 2023
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Figure 3. The transient absorption spectra and kinetics of fresh and aged PM6 films

(A) The TA spectra of the fresh neat PM6 film, excited at 580 nm with a fluence of 0.64 mJ/cm2.

(B) The TA spectra of the neat PM6 film, light soaked for 12 h in ambient air, excited at 580 nm with a fluence of 0.64 mJ/cm2.

(C) The normalized kinetics of the PM6 GSB region (550–650 nm), taken from the fresh and aged neat PM6 films.

(D) The raw kinetics of the PM6 S1 PIA (1,150–1,200 nm), taken from the fresh and aged PM6 films.
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TA of the fresh PM6 film (Figure 3A). After excitation at 580 nm, we observed the

PM6 ground-state bleach (GSB) between 550–650 nm, a weak PM6 stimulated emis-

sion (SE) band at 720 nm, and a broad photo-induced absorption (PIA) extending

into the near infrared, with a peak at 1,150 nm. The SE band and PIA at 1,150 nm pro-

vide clear fingerprints for the presence of PM6 S1 states. Interestingly, we observed

the decay of the PM6 SE and S1 PIA on picosecond (ps) timescales, accompanied by

the formation of a new band at 920 nm. Through comparison to the TA of a reference

PM6:PC60BM blend (Figure S17), we assign this feature to the PM6 hole polaron. We

therefore conclude that in the fresh PM6 film, S1 states convert to interchain PPs34;

this has been observed in polymer films where close contact between the individual

chains allows for interchain charge transfer (CT) to take place.35–38 However, given

the short PM6 GSB lifetime (Figure 3C) and low PLQE of the fresh PM6 film (0.3%),

we conclude that the PP states formed are tightly bound and do not achieve long-

range charge separation, resulting in rapid non-radiative recombination.

We next turn to the TA of the aged PM6 film (Figure 3B), also excited at 580 nm.

Despite the similar absolute absorbance of the fresh and aged PM6 films at the
Joule 7, 810–829, April 19, 2023 815
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excitation wavelength of 580 nm (Figure 2A), the intensity of the PM6 S1 PIA at

1,150 nm is a factor of two lower in the aged film at 0.1–0.15 ps after excitation

with the same fluence (Figure 3D). The resolvable decay kinetic of the S1 PIA after

0.1 ps also shows a more rapid decrease in the aged film. In addition, the PM6 SE

band is almost completely quenched by 0.1–0.15 ps, while the hole polaron PIA at

920 nm is nearly fully formed at this time. Thus, we conclude that the rate of inter-

chain PP formation in PM6 is significantly increased upon light soaking in air, with

a substantial fraction of the PPs formed on sub-100 femtosecond (fs) timescales;

this is consistent with the unmeasurable PLQE (<0.1%) of the aged PM6 film, as

nearly all the PM6 S1 states are quenched by PP formation before they can emit.

Interestingly, we note that the PM6 hole polaron PIA in aged PM6 appears to

have a similar intensity to fresh PM6. To explain this, we consider that the extremely

low PLQE of 0.3% in fresh PM6 suggests that the fraction of S1 states forming PPs is

already very high, possibly approaching unity. Thus, even if the PPs form faster in the

aged blend, the absolute yield cannot increase much and the polaron PIA intensities

are expected to be comparable. To account for the faster rate of PP formation in

aged PM6, we note that an increased Urbach energy is related to a larger number

of sub-gap states and trap sites.31–33 Therefore, we propose that the greatly

increased Urbach energy of the aged PM6 film (Figure 2B) reflects a higher density

of sub-gap states in PM6 domains, meaning that PM6 S1 states have a greater

chance of being generated near a site favorable for the formation of bound PP

states.39 Furthermore, we find very similar changes in the absorption spectrum

(Figure S23) and TA (Figure S24) of the parent compound, PBDB-T (chemical struc-

ture in Figure 1A). Thus, we confirm that the increased disorder and enhanced PP

formation upon light soaking appear to be intrinsic to this family of polymers.

In the TA of the fresh and aged PM6:Y6 blend films with preferential excitation of

PM6 at 580 nm (Figure S18), we find that the interchain PP formation is fast enough

to out-compete electron transfer to Y6 (see supplemental information for detailed

discussion). Furthermore, as the interchain PPs in PM6 have a much shorter lifetime

and slower transport through the PM6 domains than S1 states,
34 they are susceptible

to recombining before reaching the D:A interface for electron transfer to Y6. Indeed,

we observed a divergence in the PM6 GSB kinetics of the fresh and aged blend films

on the same tens of ps timescales that the interchain PP states recombine over (Fig-

ure S18C). Therefore, as the PM6 S1 states are more rapidly funneled through this

channel in the aged samples, this results in increased losses through interchain PP

recombination. The impact of the PP loss channel is clearly seen in the nanosecond

(ns) TA measurements of the fresh and aged blend films. Here, the intensity of the

PM6 hole polaron signal in the aged blend film is about half that of the fresh blend

after charge transfer has been completed at 1 ns (Figure S19). This difference in the

hole polaron yield also agrees well with the roughly factor of two lower intensity of

the PM6 S1 PIA at 100 fs in the aged PM6 and PM6:Y6 blend film TA (Figures 3D and

S18D), indicating that the free charge carrier yield following the electron transfer

process is severely limited by the PM6 interchain PP loss pathway.

Investigation of other donor polymer classes

Although donor polymers from the PBDB-T family, including PM6, are among those

most frequently paired with Y-series acceptor materials in high-performance OSCs,

other donor polymers have also demonstrated excellent performance with this

class of NFAs. Two prominent examples are D1822 and PTQ1023 (chemical structures

in Figure 4A). D18 shares some structural similarities with PM6, as both comprise a

benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b0]dithiophene (BDT) donor unit, with bridging thiophenes between

the donor and acceptor moieties. By contrast, PTQ10 is a thiophene-quinoxaline
816 Joule 7, 810–829, April 19, 2023
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Figure 4. The steady-state absorption and photoluminescence spectra of fresh and aged D18 and PTQ10 films

(A) The chemical structures of D18 and PTQ10.

(B) The UV-vis absorption spectra of neat D18. Absorption spectra for both a fresh film and a sample light soaked for 12 h in ambient air are shown.

(C) The UV-vis absorption spectra of neat PTQ10. Absorption spectra for both a fresh film and a sample light soaked for 12 h in ambient air are shown.

(D) The normalized photoluminescence spectra of fresh and aged PM6, D18, and PTQ10 films.
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co-polymer that is structurally distinct from both PM6 and D18. Inverted D18:Y6 and

PTQ10:Y6 OSC devices, with the same device stack and aging protocol as the

PM6:Y6 devices (12 h light soaking the ITO/ZnO/BHJ layers in air under white LED illu-

mination), show a smaller loss in performance than PM6:Y6 (Figures S25 and S26;

Tables S6 and S7). However, the PTQ10:Y6 devices exhibit the smallest decrease in

performance upon light soaking for both inverted and conventional architectures,

potentially indicating an improved stability of this donor polymer compared with

PM6 and D18. Again, we confirm that ZnO does not make a significant contribution

to the aging processes of these polymers on the timescales of our study through com-

parison of ZnO samples to control films on glass and conventional architecture devices

with PEDOT:PSS (Figures S25–S28).

To better understand the degradation mechanisms in D18 and PTQ10, we have fully

characterized both polymers and their blends with Y6, using steady-state absorp-

tion, TA, and PL spectroscopies. A full account of the results is presented in the

supplemental information, but we focus here on the key points for brevity. In the

steady-state absorption spectra, we observed qualitatively the same degradation

behavior after 12 h of light soaking for D18 as for PM6, with a loss in the vibronic

progression in the main absorption band around 580 nm and a significant increase

in the intensity of the absorption tail (Figure 4B). However, PTQ10 appears to be

remarkably stable, with almost no change in the absorption spectrum after light

soaking (Figure 4C). These changes in the neat polymer films upon light soaking

are also mirrored in the blend films with Y6, where we observe considerable degra-

dation in the polymer absorption in D18:Y6 and negligible change in PTQ10:Y6

(Figures S27C and S28C). The findings in the steady-state absorption spectra are re-

flected in the TA, where we observe an enhanced formation of interchain PPs in aged

D18 (Figures S30 and S31), with little difference between the fresh and aged PTQ10
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films (Figure S35). Consistent with the results for PM6, the PP formation also has a

significant impact on the electron transfer process in agedD18:Y6 (Figure S32), while

we also find evidence for D:A phase separation that impacts the hole transfer

process (Figure S33D). By contrast, there is virtually no change between fresh and

aged PTQ10:Y6 (Figures S36 and S37). As a result, we conclude that PTQ10 is intrin-

sically a much more photostable donor polymer than PM6, PBDB-T, or D18, and it

forms a more thermodynamically stable BHJ with Y6.

The presence of significant PP formation in PM6 andD18, but not in PTQ10, is further

supported by PL studies. Consistent with the PLQE measurements, the emission of

the neat PM6 polymer is significantly quenched following light soaking (93%). Similar

PL quenching behavior is observed in D18 (90%), while the quenching of PTQ10

emission is only 53% (Figure S38A). The reduction of PM6 and D18 emission is

also accompanied by a change in spectral shape, with the high energy emission be-

ing selectively quenched, whereas PTQ10 demonstrates no change in emission

shape with aging (Figure 4D). To unravel the nature of the emissive species in the

polymers, the PL lifetime was measured using time-correlated single-photon count-

ing (TCSPC; Figure S38B). We find that the emission peaks of fresh PM6 and D18

films correlate to different emissive species with distinct PL lifetimes, while fresh

PTQ10 shows the same lifetime across the emission spectra. The multiple emissive

species in PM6 and D18, with a longer lifetime observed for longer wavelength emis-

sion, are consistent with the presence of sub-band-gap interchain PP states, even in

the fresh films; PPs are expected to have a lower energy, as well as a smaller oscillator

strength and thus slower emission than S1 states. Conversely, PTQ10 shows only S1
formation and emission, indicating a more energetically homogeneous energy and

morphological landscape. This can be linked to the characteristic molecular struc-

ture of PTQ10, where a more rigid and planar bond is present between quinoxaline

and thiophene units. By contrast, the BDT-thiophene (BDT-T) linkage in PM6 and

D18 is more flexible (see simulation results in Figure S39). Interestingly, the three

polymers that show similar photodegradation behavior with increased interchain

PP losses upon light soaking—PM6, PBDB-T, and D18—all share the same BDT-T

structural motif. By contrast, the more photostable PTQ10 has a different thio-

phene-quinoxaline backbone. This raises the question as to whether there is an

intrinsic instability to light soaking in air for the BDT-T motif.

Identifying the cause of degradation with Raman spectroscopy

To investigate the light-induced changes at a molecular level, we utilized Raman

spectroscopy, which has been previously used to track molecular structure and

conformational changes during the light soaking of organic semiconductors.12,40

As shown in Figure 5A, after 12 h of light soaking, there is a slight change in spectral

shape of the PM6 and D18 Raman spectra. Specifically, a small reduction in the in-

tensity of the peak associated with both the BDT and flanking thiophene units at

�1,470 cm�1, as deduced from the simulated PM6 Raman spectrum (Figure S40;

Table S8; the displacement vectors of the calculated mode at 1,466 cm�1 are shown

in Figure S41). To confirm and exaggerate this small change, the films were light

soaked in air for 60 h; the absorption spectra for PM6 and D18 exhibit similar but

more extreme changes than the 12-h aged samples, while the absorption of

PTQ10 shows a comparatively small change (Figure S42). The normalized Raman

spectra before and after the 60-h aging are shown in Figure 5B, indicating a clear

relative quenching of the �1,470 cm�1 peak in both PM6 and D18 upon light soak-

ing. Additionally, all the lower frequency (1,400–1,525 cm�1) peaks of PM6 are

quenched relative to the peak at 1,540 cm�1. For PTQ10 there is a small relative

quenching of the 1,575 cm�1 peak, but the changes are much less pronounced
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Figure 5. Raman measurements of fresh and aged polymer films

(A) Normalized Raman spectra taken at 514 nm excitation for fresh and aged polymer films, with

films aged by light soaking in ambient air for 12 h. The spectra are normalized to the �1,540 cm�1

peak for PM6, the �1,500 cm�1 peak for D18, and the �1,430 cm�1 peak for PTQ10. The

�1,470 cm�1 peak associated with the BDT-T linkage in PM6 and D18 is marked with the dashed

line.

(B) Normalized Raman spectra taken at 514 nm excitation of fresh and aged polymer films, with films

aged by light soaking in ambient air for 60 h to enhance the spectral changes. The spectra are

normalized to the same peaks as the 12-h aged samples. The �1,470 cm�1 peak associated with the

BDT-T linkage in PM6 and D18 is marked with the dashed line.

(C) Normalized (to the �1,540 cm�1 peak) Raman spectra of a PM6 film as a function of degradation

time, taken at 514 nm excitation. The film was degraded in situ by the 514 nm laser in air.

(D) Normalized (to the �1,540 cm�1 peak) simulated Raman spectra of a monomer of PM6 as a

function of the inter-unit dihedral angle between the BDT and thiophene units, highlighted in the

chemical structure.
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than the other two polymers, consistent with its superior photostability. These

results clearly demonstrate that the BDT-T motif in the PM6 and D18 polymers is

affected by light soaking in air.

To follow the degradation further, we have conducted in situ 514 nm laser degrada-

tion for a neat PM6 film, which allows us to rapidly follow and exaggerate peak

changes under strong light intensity. Figure 5C shows the normalized spectra as a

function of laser degradation time; the peak changes are consistent with those

observed after 60 h, although the lower-frequency peaks are further quenched.

This behavior is also seen for the PM6 features in the PM6:Y6 blend, confirming

that the same degradation mechanism is operating in both (Figure S43). Density

functional theory (DFT) simulations were carried out to determine the origin of this

spectral evolution. Firstly, we find no good correlation between the evolution of

the PM6 Raman spectrum and several potential oxidation products (Figure S44).

Along with the lack of any obvious new C–O or C=O bonds in the Fourier transform
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infrared (FTIR) spectra of PM6 (or indeed either of the other polymers) after light

soaking in air (Figure S45), we rule out a significant amount of direct oxidation of

the polymers. The absence of oxidation is also supported by air photoemission spec-

troscopy (APS; Figure S46), where the onset of photoemission (essentially the high-

est occupied molecular orbital [HOMO] levels of the polymers) is unchanged. The

simulated Raman spectra of a PM6 monomer as a function of BDT-T dihedral angle

is given in Figure 5D. In resemblance to the experimental spectra, there is a clear

quenching of the lower-frequency modes relative to the peak at 1,540 cm�1, sug-

gesting that we may be observing a conformational distortion away from planarity

in the BDT-T linkage of the polymer backbone. The specific role of this motif in

the degradation process is confirmed by simulated Raman spectra as a function of

the dihedral angles between other backbone units (Figure S47), where only BDT-T

twisting (Figure 5D) matches the experimental results.

Finally, it is worth considering the role of environmental molecules, such as oxygen

and water, in the degradation process. As noted above, the photodegradation of

PM6 appears to be accelerated in the presence of ambient air. This is consistent

with a previous report that proposed a then-undefined degradation process in

PM6:Y6 devices specifically involving the combined exposure to light and air.41 How-

ever, our FTIR measurements rule out significant oxidation of the polymer backbone

after light soaking in air for 12 h (Figure S45). Therefore, in line with the findings on

photodegradation in some NFAs, we propose that oxygen or water is interacting

non-covalently with the conjugated backbone.12 This can affect the potential energy

surface for bond rotation in conjugated polymers by changing the dielectric sur-

roundings, allowing for new energetic minima conformations to be adopted.42 We

suggest that this behavior could be related to the reversible interaction between

environmental oxygen molecules and the sulphur atoms in PM6 that has been shown

to occur.43 As light is required for this conformational change to take place, this indi-

cates that the non-covalent interactions are happening specifically with the excited

species of the polymer. However, earlier work has also indicated that PM6 is the

weak link in PM6:Y6 OSCs over longer device light-soaking timescales (hundreds

of hours) in a nitrogen environment.44 Therefore, it is possible that while oxygen or

water speeds up the backbone twisting process we observe, similar effects may still

eventually occur in their absence. This points to the general weakness of the donor

polymer in NFA OSCs, especially in materials employing the BDT-T motif.

Computational studies of the PM6 morphology

To understand the nature of the interchain PP states experimentally observed, we have

combined classical force field molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and quantum-

chemical time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) excited-state calculations to probe the

morphology dependence of sites amenable to PP formation. Our MD simulations of

the PM6 bulk material show an overall amorphous structure. The relative flexibility

of the polymer chains combined with the steric interactions induced by the side chains

leads to a high degree of structural disorder with multiple polymer chain conforma-

tions, preventing any long-range ordering in the bulk. Yet, the radial distribution func-

tion (RDF) calculated for every donor and acceptor moiety in the bulk reveals a non-

negligible density of interchain close contacts (Figure 6A). While these contacts exist

for [acceptor]-[acceptor], [donor]-[donor], and [donor]-[acceptor] pairs, they are tighter

for interchain [donor]-[acceptor] pairs, with a minimum distance down to �3.5 Å. The

spatial distribution functions (SDFs) of the [donor]-[acceptor] pairs also reveal a

preferential co-facial orientation (Figure S49). By contrast, the [donor]-[donor] contacts

start above 3.7 Å and become particularly pronounced from 4 Å on, due to the steric

interactions between the fluorinated thiophenes flanking the donor moieties.
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Figure 6. Theoretical calculations of PM6 excited states and interchain contacts

(A) Radial distribution functions for pairs of donor/acceptor moieties.

(B) The average optical absorption spectrum and interchain CT character of selected excited states, colored by their corresponding oscillator strength

(red = high, purple = low) for close [donor]-[acceptor] contacts.

(C–E) Hole and electron densities, in blue and red, respectively, for selected interchain CT excited states as indicated in (B). The transition diagrams

show the distribution of the hole (bottom) and electron (top) on the two polymers (CHAIN 1, CHAIN 2). The interchain CT character is determined as the

percentage of charge transferred from one chain to the other (i.e., 96.47% in C, 99.92% in D, and 0.12% in E).
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Thus, our MD simulations show that the topology of the PM6 chains is amenable to

close [donor]-[acceptor] interchain contacts. To check whether these contacts could

sustain low-lying interchain CT excitations, equivalent to PPs, we have simulated the

optical properties of the films. From the MD trajectories, we have selected polymer

(2-chain) aggregates with close [donor]-[acceptor] contacts and performed excited-

state calculations using an optimally tuned screened range-separated hybrid (RSH)

DFT functional,45,46 see experimental procedures. Figure 6B shows the calculated

optical absorption spectrum obtained by averaging over all the investigated config-

urations. The simulated spectrum shows a broad absorption peaking around 620 nm

(2.00 eV) with an extended low-energy tail, in good agreement with the experi-

mental results. To assess the nature of the excited states, we have calculated the

hole and electron densities and associated transition diagrams, from which we

have derived their degree of interchain CT character. A selection of the most rele-

vant excitations, colored by their corresponding oscillator strengths (purple = low,

red = high), are superimposed on the absorption spectrum in Figure 6C (all excita-

tions are shown in Figure S50). The plot reveals a large density of predominantly

interchain CT states that carry relatively low oscillator strengths across the

whole excitonic density of states (EDoSs). These interchain CT excitations corre-

spond to very different forms of aggregates existing in the bulk PM6, as shown in
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Figures 6C and 6D. The diversity of the contacts makes it difficult to draw clear cor-

relations between polymer conformations and the nature of the interchain CT states.

Nevertheless, it seems that very local contact points tend to promote higher-energy

interchain CT states (Figure 6D), whereas more extended contacts give rise to lower-

energy CT states (Figure 6C). Most importantly, our TDDFT calculations suggest the

exclusive existence of weakly emissive interchain CT excitations (or PPs) at the bot-

tom of the EDoS. By contrast, Frenkel excitations confined over single polymer

chains are located at higher energies only (Figure 6E).

To understand how the light and ambient air induced twisting around the BDT-T link-

age could be driving the enhanced interchain PP formation in PM6 films, we have

examined the planarity of the PM6 chains in our MD simulations. Here, we have

defined a planarity factor (PF) for the PM6 backbone, which captures how the bonds

of the BDT-T motif distort away from planarity (see supplemental information for de-

tails of the PF). By analyzing the PF for all the PM6 chains in our MD simulations, we

find a clear link between less planar BDT-T units and closer [donor]-[acceptor] con-

tacts, defined here as [donor]-[acceptor] interaction distances <4.5 Å (Figure S53).

This indicates that the formation of close [donor]-[acceptor] contacts involves

some steric interactions that require the BDT-T linkages to move away from

planarity. We therefore propose that the presence of more twisted polymer chains

around the BDT-T linkage, as induced by light soaking in air, can promote the

development of the close [donor]-[acceptor] contacts required for the formation of

interchain PPs. This then results in the creation of more sites in PM6 domains that

can sustain low-energy PPs, which in turn increases the likelihood of PM6 S1 states

being photogenerated near such a location. Thus, the speed at which PM6 S1 states

are converted into interchain PPs would be expected to increase following light

soaking in air, in line with experimental observations.

Conclusions

In our work, we have investigated the degradation pathways intrinsic to high-perfor-

mance NFA OSCs based on Y6. Promisingly, we find that Y6 demonstrates excellent

photostability. However, while the donor polymer PTQ10 also shows good photo-

stability, PM6 and D18 show rapid and qualitatively similar degradation processes.

We attribute this to a light-induced dihedral twisting around the BDT-T motif shared

by both PM6 andD18, which is enhanced in the presence of ambient air. This process

results in the increased formation of detrimental interchain PP states on sub-100 fs

timescales and higher levels of trap-mediated recombination in the devices. Thus,

we conclude that a key factor limiting the stability of high-performance OSCs utiliz-

ing Y-series NFAs is the donor polymer. To address this, we propose that the field

should seek to design novel polymer donors free from the problematic BDT-T struc-

tural motif and with an improved planarity and rigidity in the backbone. This can be

achieved by conformational locking using non-covalent interactions or sterically hin-

dered linkages. Hence, we consider PTQ10 as representing a promising starting

point for further development. However, the encouraging photostability of Y6 indi-

cates that if more stable donor polymers can be identified and developed, NFA

OSCs have the potential to simultaneously demonstrate the high-performance

and long operational lifetimes necessary for widespread commercial utilization.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and materials should be directed to

and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Alexander J. Gillett (ajg216@cam.ac.uk).
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Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique materials.

Data and code availability

The data that support the plots within this paper is available at the University of Cam-

bridge Repository (https://doi.org/10.17863/CAM.95682).

Organic solar cell device fabrication

PM6 and Y6 were purchased from Solarmer, while PTQ10 and D18 were purchased

from 1 Material. Neat PM6, PTQ10, D18, and Y6 solutions were prepared in chloro-

form at 8, 6, 4, and 10 mg mL�1, respectively. PM6:Y6 (1:1.2) and PTQ10:Y6 (1:1.2)

blends were dissolved in chloroform with 0.5% chloronaphthalene (CN), while the

D18:Y6 (1:1.2) blend was dissolved in chloroform alone. All organic solutions were

stirred at 40�C for at least 4 h before use. The substrates were cleaned by ultrasoni-

cation sequentially with acetone, dilute detergent solution, deionized water,

acetone, and isopropanol for 20 min each before being dried under a stream of ni-

trogen and treated with UV-ozone immediately prior to use. For the inverted de-

vices, ZnO sol-gel was then spin-coated on the ITO substrates and annealed at

150�C for 10 min in air. After transferring samples to the glovebox with O2 and

H2O levels <0.1 ppm, the active layer (80–100 nm) was spin-coated on the ZnO/

ITO surface. The samples were then light soaked for varying timescales (0.5, 3, 6,

and 12 h) under 1-sun intensity white LED illumination in ambient air or nitrogen.

Then, the samples were transferred to the adjacent vacuum chamber with a base

pressure of <2.0 3 10�6 Pa for deposition of a 10 nm thick MoO3 interlayer and a

100 nm thick Ag top electrode. For the conventional devices, PEDOT:PSS was

spin-coated on the ITO substrates and annealed at 140�C for 10min in air. The active

layer (80–100 nm) was then spin-coated on top of the PEDOT:PSS, followed by light-

soaking for 12 h under 1-sun intensity white LED illumination in ambient air or nitro-

gen, where applicable. Then, samples were transferred to the evaporation chamber

for the deposition of Ca (20 nm) and Al (100 nm). The OSCs have an identical active

area of 0.045 cm2, defined by the overlap area of the anode and the cathode. The

active area of the device was determined using an optical microscope.

Organic solar cell device testing

J-V characteristics of fresh and aged OSC devices were measured under AM1.5G illu-

mination of 100 mW/cm2 using a xenon lamp solar simulator in an inert environment.

Eight individual solar cell devices were tested for each aging timescale reported. A

Keithley 2635A source measurement unit was used to scan the voltage applied to

the solar cell between�2 to 1 V at a speed of 0.43 V/s with a dwell time of 46 ms. Light

intensity of the solar simulator was calibrated using a single crystalline silicon detector

(with a KG-5 filter) to minimize the spectral mismatch. A Bentham PVE300 photovoltaic

QE system was used to obtain the EQE spectrum over the wavelength range 300–

1,000 nm. The standardized data reporting for photovoltaic cells is provided in Data S1.

Transient absorption spectroscopy

TA was performed on a setup powered using a commercially available Ti:sapphire

amplifier (Spectra Physics Solstice Ace). The amplifier operates at 1 kHz and gener-

ates 100 fs pulses centered at 800 nm with an output of 7 W. An optical parametric

amplifier (OPA; Light Conversion TOPAS) was used to provide the tuneable �100 fs

pump pulses for the ps TA measurements. For the ns TA measurements, the second

harmonic (532 nm) of an electronically triggered, Q-switched Nd:YVO4 laser (Innolas

Picolo 25) provided the �1 ns pump pulse. The probe pulses were provided by

broadband non-collinear OPAs (NOPAs) operating in the visible and near infrared
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spectral regions. The probe pulses are collected with an InGaAs dual-line array de-

tector (Hamamatsu G11608-512DA), driven and read out by a custom-built board

from Stresing Entwicklungsbüro. The probe beam was split into two identical beams

by a 50/50 beamsplitter. This allowed for the use of a second reference beam which

also passes through the sample but does not interact with the pump. The role of the

reference was to correct for any shot-to-shot fluctuations in the probe that would

otherwise greatly increase the structured noise in our experiments. Through this

arrangement, very small signals with a DT
T = 1 3 10�5 could be measured.

Photoluminescence quantum efficiency measurements

The PLQE was determined using method previously described by De Mello et al.47

Samples were placed in an integrating sphere and photoexcited using a 658 nm contin-

uous-wave laser. The laser and emission signals were measured and quantified using

calibrated Andor iDus DU420A BVF Si and Andor CCD-1430 InGaAs detectors.

Light-induced electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy

Light-inducedEPRmeasurementswereperformed at X-band (n� 9.40GHz) on aBruker

Elexsys E500 spectrometer, equipped with a 4He continuous flow cryostat (ESR 900,

Oxford Instruments) for measurements at variable temperatures (10 and 40 K). All the

spectra were acquired by using the same modulation frequency (100 kHz), modulation

amplitude (1 G), microwave power (0.02 mW, 40 dB) and receiver gain (60 dB). The re-

ported spectra were averaged 49 times. Themagnetic field was calibratedwith a crystal

of 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH). For sample illumination, Thorlabs laser diodes

(l� 534and785nm)were focused in front of theoptical access of theEPR spectrometer

cavity (Bruker ST102). The system delivered about 35 and 50 mW of light power to the

sample at 534 and 785 nm, respectively. The power was measured at the output of the

laser diode, before the EPR cavity grid. EPR spectral simulations were carried out using

the core functions pepper and esfit of the open-source MATLAB toolbox EasySpin.48

EPR samples were fabricated by spin-coating solutions under identical conditions to

the optimized devices ontoMylar substrates, which were subsequently cut into strips

with a width of 3 mm. To ensure the flexible Mylar substrates did not bend during the

spin coating process, they were mounted onto rigid glass substrates using adhesive

tape. Ten strips were placed in quartz EPR tubes; the same amount of material in

each sample ensures that EPR intensities can be compared for the equivalent fresh

and aged neat or blend film samples excited with the same wavelength. The EPR

tubes were sealed in a nitrogen glovebox with a mono-component resin, ensuring

that all EPR measurements were performed without oxygen exposure.

Photothermal deflection spectroscopy

PDS sensitively measures absorption directly by probing the heating effect in sam-

ples upon absorption of light. Films were coated on a Spectrosil fused silica sub-

strate and were immersed in an inert liquid FC-72 Fluorinert. They were then excited

with a modulated monochromated light beam perpendicular to the plane of the

sample. A combination of a Light Support MKII 100 W Xenon arc source and a CVI

DK240 monochromator was used to produce a modulated monochromated light

beam. The PDSmeasurements were acquired bymonitoring the deflection of a fixed

wavelength (670 nm) diode laser probe beam following absorption of each mono-

chromatic pump wavelength.

Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy and PL measurements were taken using a Renishaw inVia

Raman microscope in a backscattering configuration with a 503 objective and
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holographic notch filters to remove Rayleigh scattered light. A diffraction grating

with 2,400 L/mm is used for Raman measurements, while a 300 L/mm grating is

used for PL measurements. A 514 nm excitation is used for all measurements with

the laser power being adjusted depending on the measurement, in situ degrada-

tions were carried out with a 514 nm laser with an approximate power density of

26 MWm�2, which results in a degradation acceleration factor of 25,0003, although

in practice the laser spot (d = 10 mm) is defocused during degradation so this factor

will be significantly reduced. For steady-state measurements, samples were placed

in a Linkam stage under a constant nitrogen flow. In situ degradation measurements

were carried out in air with no nitrogen flow.

For simulating the experimental Raman spectra, single-molecule gas-phase simula-

tions based on DFT were performed using Gaussian 09 software on the Imperial

College High Performance Computing service, with GaussView 6 utilized for result

visualization. DFT was applied at the B3LYP level with 6-311G(d,p) basis set. The cal-

culations are carried out on monomers end-capped with thiophenes, and alkyl side

chains are approximated as methyl groups. All molecular structures were optimized

to the energy minimum, while dihedral scans were performed by freezing the

desired dihedral coordinate and relaxing the rest on the molecule to optimized ge-

ometry. For simulation of Raman vibrational modes, the empirical wavenumber

scaling factor of 0.97 was applied for consistency with experimental data.

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

Attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy mea-

surements were performed using Agilent Cary 630 spectrometer with a diamond

ATR accessory. The sample substrate was Al foil as this can enhance the signal inten-

sity.49 A new background spectrumwas collected prior to the analysis of a new sample.

Al foil was placed onto glass slides and fixed with tape to facilitate ease of handling

and archiving. PM6, D18, and PTQ10 solutions were deposited in the same way as

described above in the device fabrication section. Aged films were light-soaked under

white LED illumination ambient air for 12 h before the measurement.

Air photoemission spectroscopy

APSmeasurements were taken using an APS04 Air Photoemission System (KP Technol-

ogy) using a 2 mm gold tip under atmospheric conditions. All samples were grounded

via the bottom contact, ITO. The cube root of photoemission is plotted to determine

the onset of photoemission in accordance with the protocol described by Baikie et al.50

Grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering

Grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) was performed on the

Xuess instrument equipped with an Excillum MetalJet liquid gallium X-ray source.

Alignment was performed on silicon substrates via three iterative height (z) and rock-

ing curve (U) scans, with the final grazing incidence angle set to U = 0.2�. Scattering
patterns were recorded on a vertically offset Pilatus 1M detector with a sample to de-

tector distance of 327mm, calibrated using a silver behenate standard to achieve a q

range of 0.045–1.85 Å�1. Two-dimensional images were recorded with exposure

times of 900 s. The images were masked to remove the sample horizon, detector

module gaps and beamstop. Data correction and reduction were performed using

the GIXSGUI MATLAB toolbox.51

Time-correlated single photon counting

Time-correlated single photon counting Photoluminescence (PL) and time-corre-

lated single photon counting (TCSPC)measurements were taken using an Edinburgh
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Instruments FLS1000 spectrometer with the sample in a reflection configuration with

the excitation source and detector perpendicular to each other. A monochromated

xenon lamp (405 nm) was used as the excitation for PL measurements and a 405 nm

picosecond pulsed diode laser was used for time-correlated measurments. The life-

times at different emission wavelengths were measured and an instrument response

function (IRF) was obtained using a clean quartz substrate.
Computational modeling

The ground-state geometry optimizations of an isolated PM6 trimer and the Y6 NFA

were performed at the DFT level, using the uB97X-D functional and the 6-31G(d,p)

basis set. All the alkyl chains were replaced by methyl groups to speed up the DFT

optimizations, carried out with the Gaussian 16 software.52 Then, magnetic proper-

ties of the charged species (i.e., the PM6 cation and the Y6 anion) were computed at

the B3LYP/Def2-TZVP level of theory. Namely, g-tensor calculations were performed

by using gauge including atomic orbitals (GIAOs53) and the RIJCOSX approxima-

tion. These calculations were done using the ORCA 4.2 code.54

To calculate the structural properties of the bulk PM6 material, we simulated the su-

pramolecular organization of an amorphous PM6 phase by MD with the LAMMPS

package55 using a tailored force field derived from DREIDING56 and following the

protocol detailed in the supplemental information. The radial distribution functions

(RDFs were calculated considering the centers of mass of the donor and acceptor

units, as defined in Figure S48, and accumulated over multiple frames during the

MD production run. The spatial distribution functions (SDFs around each unit were

built from the same frames using the VIAMD software.57–59 From the RDF we

selected all donor-acceptor local contacts with a distance smaller than 4 Å and per-

formed excited-state calculations on the corresponding dimers, removing the side

chains and saturating the bonds for computational efficiency.

Excited-state calculations were performed using time dependent density functional

theory (TDDFT) within the Tamm-Dancoff approximation (TDA), and using a range-

separated hybrid (RSH LC-uhPBE functional and the 6-311G(d,p) basis set. The

range separation parameter u was optimally tuned at u = 0.1050 Bohr�1 and

screened RSH calculations were performed setting a = 0.2000 and b = 0.2212 to

mimic the dielectric constant of toluene.45 These calculations were performed

with the Gaussian 16 software.52 The lowest 20 excited states were considered in

the calculations, and further characterized by analyzing the hole and electron

wave functions using the Multiwfn software.60 Transition diagrams were calculated

using the Electrans python package.61
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